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IN THE HIGH COURT OF AUSTRALIA 

BRISBANE OFFICE OF THE REGISTRY Nos. B 26 of 20 11 

BETWEEN 

. DALE CHRISTOPHER HANDLEN 

FCoUR:L2.\:_-.lillS·ffft,JJl 
I FtLED 

Appellant 

and 

ti H H "1f't1 
\ ~!' ... \;_ {...J •• 

THE QUEEN 

101 THE Rr;GISTRY PR\SPf.l~·II;: .-
!I..-_ ..;..;-:;...-.... ...:..:-~ . ....--::. ~ .. h" \1 ... j Respondent 

RESPONDENT'S SUBMISSIONS 

Part I - Certification 

1. These submissions may be published on the internet. 

Part II - Statement of Issnes 

2. The Appellant was convicted of two counts of importing a border controlled 

drug, one count of possessing and onc of attempting to possess a border 

controlled drug. He was sentenced on each count to life imprisonment to be 

served coneunently, with a non-parole period of 22 years. 

20 3. Except as otherwise indicated, the Respondent adopts its submissions made in 

the related matter of Paddison v The Queen, No B 27 of201l. 

Part III - Section 78B of the Judiciarv Act 1903 

4. The Appellant has filed appropriate notices as required by s 78B of the 

Judiciwy Act. 
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Part IV - Statement of Facts 

5. The facts are accurately summarised in the judgment of Holmes JA (with 

whom Fraser and White JJA agreed) (at [7] - [31]). 

6. The following factual matters are noted in addition to those set out in the 

Appellant's submissions and in addition to the matters referred to in 

Paddison v The Queen. 

7. The activities undertaken by Handlen with the intention of achieving the 

importations included the following: 

(I) In Canada he discussed with Reed the method to be used to import 

the drugs' and a plan was devclopcd (to conceal dmgs within 

computer monitors) which was ultimately implemented (at [8]); 

(2) Handlen financed the purchase of 480 computer monitors and paid 

for the lease of a warehouse in Vancouver to which the computers 

were delivered' (at (81); 

(3) Thereafter Handlen told Reed that they were ready to start packing 

the dmgs and arrangements were made to meet at the warehouse'; 

(4) Handlen with Reed, Paddison and others secreted the dmgs, which 

were in vacuum sealed packets, within sixteen 0 r the computer 

monitors' (at [9]); 

(5) Handlen and Reed travelled to Australia prior to the first importation 

arriving to advance the arrangements necessary at this end.' (at [10]); 

(6) Handlen paid for their travel and living expenses' (at [10]); 

(7) Reed arranged for Nerbas, a friend of his in Queensland, to rent a 

unit for them to live in (at [10]) and also to register a company so it 

could receive the shipment when it arrived'; 

(8) Handlen informed Nerbas that they were importing drugs' (at [10]); 

'T 5-16 to T 5-20 
2 T 5-21 to T 5-22, T 5-24 
, T 5-14 
"T 5-24 to T 2-27 
5 T 5-28 
(, T 5-33 
'T 5-33 
, T 5-39 to 5-40 
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(9) A storage unit in Queensland was leased by Reed and Nerbas, with 

Handlen arranging for Paddison to send money for expenses from 

Canada to Nerbas' bank account' (including expenses for the storage 

unit and living expenses for Handlen and Reed while in Australia) 

(at [10][11]); 

(10) Reed arranged for the computers to be shipped to Australia" (at 

[12]); 

(11) Aftcr the container of computers arrived in Australia Handlen and 

Reed were involved in assisting its clearance through Customs (at 

[12]). Thereafter it was delivered to the storage unit, where Handlen, 

Reed and Nerbas unloaded the container I I (at [12]); 

(12) A few days later Handlen, Reed and Nerbas returned to the storage 

unit and identified the sixteen monitors containing the drugs, the 

drugs were removed from the monitors and initially stored in boxes 

in the unit" (at [13][14]); 

(13) Ultimately Handlen instructed Reed who was to receive the 

packages of drugs 13 (at [14]); 

(14) Handlen and Rccd returned to Canada 14 (at [15]); 

(15) A "dummy run" importation was undertaken to deflect any attention 

20 by Customs (at [16]) and a second drug importation followed shortly 

thereafter using the same modus operandi as the first importation IS; 

(16) Handlcn and Reed returned to Australia before the second drug 

importation (at [19]); Paddison also travelled to Australia" (at 

[15][16]); 

(17) The Appellant instructed Reed and Nerbas to rent a storage unit into 

which they moved the monitors that had been used in the first 

importation 17 (at [17]); 

9 T 5-38 
lOT 5-41 
11 T 5-46 
12 T 5-47 
13 T 5-49 
14 Exhibit 112, T 5-55 
15 T 5-58 
" T 5-64, T5-68 
I7T 5-64, T3-13 
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(18) The second drug importation was intercepted by Customs, the drugs 

were removed and a substitution made, and on 18 September 2006 it 

was delivered to the storage unit l
' (at [19][20][21][221[23][24]); 

(19) After the container was delivered it appeared to those involved that it 

may have been tampered with and Handlen instructed them not to 

deal with it until he had ascertained whether something untoward 

had occurred in its processing" (at [25][26]); 

(20) On 20 September 2006 Haridlen instructed Reed and Paddison to 

inspect the contents of the monitors" (at [25][26][27]); Handlen was 

arrested later that day (at [28]). 

8. Reed pleaded guilty to the offences of importing a border controlled drug and 

gave evidence in the Crown case as to the activities of Handlen and others 

involved in those importations. Reed, amongst other things, was responsible 

for arranging the shipping of the drugs for each importation and dealing with 

persons associated with that process (for example customs brokers etc). 

9. There was substantial evidence con'oborating his account including evidence 

of customs brokers engaged to process the containers, travel and 

accommodation records, bank records, lease documents, telephone calls 

(lawfully intercepted) featuring all involved (including Handlen), visual 

surveillance (and film recording of movements of the parties) and a 

fingerprint of Paddison' s on the inside of the casing of a monitor from the 

second drug importation (at [72]). 

10. Handlcn did not give evidence at his trial. 

Part V - Relevant Provisions 

11. The Appellant's statement of applicable constitutional provisions, statutes and 

regulations is accepted. 

Part VI -Summary of Argument 

12. The Respondent relies upon the submissions filed in Paddison. 

18 T 3-8 (0 T 3-10, exhibit 42 
19 T 5-71 to T 5-75, exhibil58 call 61 
20 T 5-74lo T 5-76, exhibit 57, calls 66 and 73 
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13. It is to be noted the Respondent's submission in P"ddisoll in relation to the 

COllnt of attempted possession applies to both the attempted possession and 

possession counts in this matter. 

14. The Appeal should be dismissed. 

{., , .~---
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Wendy Abraham QC 
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